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Moto Iron™ has been successful in producing high-quality spring front ends for Harley-Davidson Big-Twin Models that are available to all bike builders. Read the reviews and you'll be surprised at how high the quality of these front ends is priced. With their heavy service, one piece of wrought-iron hind legs and a muscular one diameter of the front legs, these
springers offer a high level of quality strength at a price that cannot be beaten. When viewed alongside leading competitors, the differences were easy for us to understand why Moto Iron™ is the best choice. Moto Iron Springer Wheel Spacer Kit 1984-99 Harley Wideglide Wheels $29.95 Custom Harley Frontends - Harley Spinger Front Ends for Long
Choppers Front Ends, Motorcycle Front Ends at SALE, Extend Your Harley Motorcycle Front Ends, Moto Iron Springer Frontends, American Suspension Front Ends, Chopper Frontends for Softails, Inverted Sportsters Interfaces, D-66 Dragon Springer, 63mm Inverted Front Ends for Customs and Cruisers Call Us To Order Frontends WE ALWAYS SELL
FOR LESS , MOTO IRON AND AMERICAN SUSPENSION FRONTENDS AT THE LOWEST PRICES WE BEAT ALL 724 662 0581 CALL FOR DISCUSSION AND QUOTE . 3D COBRA FRONT FORK FOR 2018-UP HARLEY SOFTAIL MODELS FORK 3D BLACK FOR SOFTAILS - V RODS FORK 3D POLISHED FOR SOFTAILS - V RODS FORK 3D
XTRM POLISHED FOR V-RODS BLACK Springer Front End Kit for Yamaha X The 650 -2 under Chrome Springer front end kit for Yamaha XS650 -2 under Springer Front End No. 2 over Chrome suits Harley Davidson Springer Front End brake Caliper Kit left side Chrome Springer Front End Brake kit left side Black Springer front end The brake caliper kit
Right side of the Black Springer front ends have been the iconic front suspension used by Harley Davidson for centuries dating back to the 1930s. The classic old school look was a choice for choppers and customers to this day. Choosing the right spring fork for the project is the number one task. Our personal favorite spring front end is a vintage spring
front end style. This is a very close copy of The Naclehead Springs of yesteryear. Manufactured by Mid USA, the vintage springer is decorated in the style of the famous Harley cast springer perch and triple trees. At Throttle Addiction we fit vintage springs before one of our latest helicopter builds. The evolution of a large double helicopter sports a Paughco
frame with a 30 degree rake. We run 21 wheel forwards and 16 wheels from the back, so we chose a 22 length spring. In addition, we decided to launch our own stand-up-less Throttle Addiction 11 T Bars. They give you a tough aggressive riding stance. A small 2 roll slightly relaxes the wrists for a more comfortable grip. At 26 wide, you'll have enough
control without I'm going to hug a sumo wrestler riding position that comes with wider bars. Below is parts used in this project along with links, guiding you to their esteemed page. The best part about it is you can get everything you need here at Throttle Addiction in one is easy to grab and go. Direct links to the pieces on our website are listed below. Vintage
Harley Springer Front End - Black 11 T-Bars - BlackTop Clip Pen Bar Adapter21 x 2.15 Harley Black Talking Wheel - FXST /FXDWG 1984-1999Shinko - 21 x 3.0 0 270 Classic motorcycle tires Rome Strip for 20 - 21 Motorcycle Wheels275/300 - 21 Motorcycle Tube Center Valve Stem HOW MEASUREThe length and measuring points on each spring is on
separate product pages, and its very important to measure correctly and accurately, Before you break out of your wallet and pull the trigger. Everyone is excited to get their hands on such an important part of you build a bike, but it is important not to put the truck in front of the horse and end up with the wrong length. We suggest you have your wheels and
tires on hand before buying the front. Set the rear wheel, (with the tire mounted) and then block the bottom of the frame to make it sit level or raked to your liking. Then, we would use a broom handle or a piece of pipe to stick through the neck. Next, put the front wheel (with the tires mounted) where it intersects and take that measurement from the bottom of
the neck to the center of the axis. This will give you the most accurate measurement for your springer. Its very important to remember that the spring is measured in an uncompressed state, and once you put the weight of your bike on them, the springs will shrink and fall down. So if your between them, or even directly by size, we suggest going up to the next
increments. Insert the side image with the bike on the stand, lines showing the level of the bottom frame and then showing the lines down from the neck to the central axis. The lower cost option has a similar style for many front ends on the market. The fact remains that most of them are offered under different brands is actually the same front end, produced
in the same factory over the seas. They are a solid, lower cost option that has a machine in front let yokes sport a square look. At Throttle Addiction, we carry Mid USA branded springers. Their Springer entrance offers 1 front legs and a trained spring perch. The hind legs are one piece that extends through the lower triple tree. This setting is available at a
length of 6 under 10 in stock and comes in a chrome or black finish. It has one stem that will bolt up most Harley Big Twin or Sportster frames. It includes a 3/4 axis and an upper clip. You can view this product below. For more springer action, check out another store horse 47' Knucklehead Chopper. You can check it HERE under our bikes function. Springer
front ends twisted Choppers, Hardbody and DNA for Harley Davidson® and custom motorcycles. #17 Ultima q Black Springer Front End, Stock Length, 117-76 #25 Ultima, Black Springer Front End, 4 Over The Length stocks, 117-78 #27 Springer Front End Over Black Suits Harley Davidson #28 Springer Front End -2 Under Chrome Suits Harley Davidson
Springer Front End No. 4 over black suited Harley Davidson #31 Polaris SPRING-COMP,FRONT,BLK 2 offers from $74.99 32 Yamaha XS650 Springer Transforming Kit with steering neck bearings #35 Polaris SPRING-FRONT,C.SILVER 2 offers from $66.99 .38 TC Bros. Chrome Springer Kit for Yamaha XS650-2 under #39 Polaris SPRING, FRONT,
BRIGHT WHITE 2 offers from $77.99 x 42 Polaris Spring, Compression, Front, Black 2 Offers from $61.99 46 Hardbody 35217 Black Springer #47 Bikers Choice Primary Lock Tabs Inside for Harley Big Twin 80-86 #48 Hardbody 35310 Black Ride Management #49 #47 <8> Bikers Choice Smooth Top Risers 6 CHR for Harley Springer #50 Hardbody 35214
Black Springer Home - D66 - Get the Right Fork - Get the Right Fork - How to Assemble - How to Set Short - How to Set Long - Technical Features - Brake Systems - Suspended Test - Summary Rules 1) The longer the length of the rocker's arm The better the way the wheel is 2) The optimal hand rocker is created when the axis is about 1/2 to 3/4 higher
than the pivot point. Thus, the wheel moves away from the impact. 3) A good Springer will use roller bearings at each turning point to insure free friction movement. 4) The rocker has the same effect as a rake tree. It moves the axis away from the steering axis. The trail is still calculated as perpendicular to the distance from the centroid tire contact patch of
the steering axis. Important variables are the position of the axis and steering axis. 5) Springs do not have to be pre-loaded against each other to make the travel center tougher than the edges of the journey. 6) You need a shock absorber to loosen the energy of the springs. The shell stack shock absorber gives you the best ride. Even the Harley Springer
stock has a rudimentary shock absorber 7) Springs should be gradually wound, so they get tougher for big strokes and softer on small strokes. 8) Just because that's how they used to do it doesn't make it the best way. It just makes it the way they used to do it Why are springers riding better than any other fork on a helicopter? It's in the rocker. The riders I
have come to respect are the ones who have mastered the connection between the man, the machine, the pavement. Your suspension connects you to the road. A good suspension allows the bike to simply float over the bumps. The wheel moves up and down, tracking each impact on the road, while the rider remains untouched. The machine reacts to
riders by each team. A really great racer has mastered his car so much that the suspension reacts as if it were an extension of his own body. An excellent rider is the one who can make a human motorcycle and suspension all flow together in one fluid movement. So what does all this have to do with helicopters and Springers? All, pay attention and maybe
you'll learn something. Whether you're shouting up to high banks in Daytona or rolling down the high street, your suspension determines the quality of your trip. The helicopter is still a chopper whether it 750 Honda engine, S-S 145 or or Chevy unit. It's the long forks that make it a helicopter bike. Long forks are an extension of the original racers who lengthen
the plugs to get more clearance. People liked the look and the forks got more. A bike with long forks (helicopter) is harder to ride than one with short forks. Being able to master long forks is a sign of a skilled rider. The plugs themselves can be broken into two groups: linkage plugs and hydraulic forks. Hydraulic forks either conventional style (such as a stock
bike) or an inverted fork (such as a performance bike) tie the plug either have a connection from above like a beam or down on the bottom like a spring. First, the plugs of communication appeared on the stage. Hydraulic forks were in operation in the mid-30s. In most production, bicycles have become the norm. While I respect those who make the pieces just
as they did in the 30s, I am not personally interested in museum exhibits. My life job is to make the bike look cool, and ride cool. Most people assume that all springers ride like shit and are used just because they look old school. These people take it when springers ride badly. While many springers available today little has changed since the 40s, and actually
ride terribly little research shows that many earth-breaking link plugs are really sophisticated and well-executed springs. The basic concept of Springer when performing using modern technology is one of the best riding fork money you can buy So here's my challenge, I say that the best fork ride in a helicopter is a spring. I'll put $100 at any time anywhere,
which says a well-designed modern Springer will provide a smoother ride on conventional roads than any conventional hydraulic fork by helicopter. Now I'm not really a gambling person. If I bet, I intend to win. So I folded the odds in that bet. First - I said a well designed modern Springer, not an imported replica. Secondly- under the rake from the helicopter I
mean the bike, at least 45 necks. Once you get raked past say the 38 springer really has the advantage. By 45 and before Springer has what I call the unfair advantage of a rocker. The rocker makes the springer ride better on the rake of the bike because he controls the arc of the wheel. The wheel track can be the same on the 32nd bike as the 45th bike. So
what do I mean by the trajectory of the wheel? When the bike rides down the road and gets hit the wheel moves up (and from the impact). It also moves forward or in the air towards the bike. The path the wheel follows is a function of the suspension system. Figure 1 shows why conventional hydraulic forks suck on a helicopter. Let's look at a soft street
helicopter. If the neck is Angle 42, and the trees were raked an additional 3, so the trail goes straight (see last article), the forks end up at the 45th corner horizontal. Let's say this bike is running over 3 strokes on the road. For the bike to just slide on impact without shaking the rider wheel wheel 3 and back 3. The fork should compress 5.2, so we use up to 5.2
travels at 3 strokes. Most of these conventional forks have less than 5 journeys and so they will be bottom in this situation. Even worse than the loss of travel, is bending the load on the fork. By rake out bikes with flexible forks it becomes easier to just bend the fork of the tube that actually make the suspension work. I've seen a lot of helicopters with skinny
little 41mm pipes that have been clogged where the tube rubs against the seal cover. Some bikes with a conventional 41mm fork look like pipes bent just sitting still. When the tube plugs bend, they bind. So you end up with a suspension that binds and doesn't work at all. Essentially you don't have a suspension, so don't float over the bumps. Although the
fork pipes are lined at the same angle the 45 degree rocker's hands swing through the predictable arc. In fact the path of the wheel can be the same, whether it is a fork at 32, as a stock bike or 50 as the most radical of the helicopters. This is a great advantage on the rake of the bike. The optimal rocker hand is created when the axis is about 1/2 to 3/4 higher
than the pivot point. This allows the wheel to move up and from impact without reason to tie something up. Because the quality of the Springer ride is very sensitive to the position of the rocker's hand it is very important that you have Springer made exactly your specs. Don't take what's on the shelf. A little care at the planning stages will give the bike, which is
a way of more fun to ride. You can see that the longer the length of the rocker's arm, the better the path of the wheel. If Springer uses rolling cell bearings at pivot points, there will be very little binding. A good Springer will use a full compliment of roller bearings at each turning point to insure the friction of free movement. In order for Springer to work fully, its
individual components must be rigid enough to avoid twisting. If rockers or links twist and tie under riding loads, then Springer's benefits will be completely lost. The importance of durable design could not be more stressed. The right track for the Springer rocker also plays another important role in the springers created. The length of the rocker has the same
effect on the trail as the rake of the trees. The rocker moves the wheel forward with the steering axis. If we recall the definition of a trace from our previous article, True Trail is a perpendicular distance from the pin patch bus centoid to the steering axis. Important variables in the calculation of the path are the position of the axis and steering axis. Figure 6
shows how we can identify the true footprint for Springer. Because we use the true trail in our calculations we can compare the footprint of the bike with 32 necks or 52 necks. We need a smaller much smaller rake with a Springer tree to get the same footprint. tree to achieve this goal. In fact, We use a long arm rocker to get the best wheel path we may need
to reduce the triple displacement clip. Figure 5 shows how reducing tree displacement compensates for the rocker's longer arm. So what controls the movement of the wheel? There is another advantage for Springer, and it is a spring and shock absorber. (Figure 6) Because Springer has springs and a damper outside the fork, they can be gigantic in size.
The Springer Figures 6 shock absorbers are full of 1-5/8 percussion bodies. They use a shell stack and a high stream of piston shocks (Figure 6) Without delving into the details of the shock absorbers (this is the subject of a future article) more than 500 GP, Superbike and MotoGP races have been won this century with shell stack-type valving than all other
types of shock absorber valving taken together. Shim stack shocks became popular on racing bikes about 20 to 30 years ago. These shocks use a number of walving shim to control the flow of oil. It ends up being very simple and works very well. The shells provide very precise control of the fluid movement. On conventional forks they sometimes include a
cartridge that mimics the shell stack shock absorber. Unfortunately, the small size combined with the friction of the cartridge shaft tends to decrease its efficiency compared to what you can do on Springer. Springer Tree Options There are three types of trees available for Springers: - Batwing trees decapitation of trees Smooth upper trees decapitation and
smooth upper trees have similar offset (displacement is the distance betweeem stering neck and tube) decapitation / smooth top Good for 38 degress to 50 dgrees neck rakes (for 50 degrees use beheading or smnooth top trees with rakes) whan you have less than 40 degree rakes to use batwing trees. The batwing trees have fork tubes to match the
steering stem. Thus the track can be adjusted properly for the bike with less rakes. Batwing trees move the pipes closer to the gas cylinder so they sometimes have cleaning issues at full steering lock with batwing trees. Check it out before ordering. Batwing trees are also easily raked so they can be used with over 40 degree neck if you like the look of the
batwing tree (I personally love Batwing Trees, but they're not on hand for all apps) apps) chopper springer front end for sale. mini chopper springer front end. old school chopper springer front end. big bear chopper springer front end. harley chopper springer front end. custom chopper springer front end
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